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ABSTRACI'

The Coal Corporation of New Zealand Ltd (Coal Corp) is the largest coal producer
in New Zealand, with extensive properties in both the North and South Islands.
CoalCorp's North Island operations are centred on Huntly, a town sane 80
kilanetres to the south of Auckland.
Five coal mines, four of which are
opencasts, are located in the catchnent of Lake Waahi, a lake with significant
wildlife, historical and scenic values. The discharges of mine lodgement water
in this catchment is the single nost important envirorrnental constraint on
mining operations.
Throughout New Zealand the use of water is controlled by a statute called the
water and Soil Conservation Act 1967. All industrial water users are required
to oold Water Rights, which are in effect licences to take, use, dam, divert or
discharge water. water Rights are obtained through a lecJally defined process
and any potentially affected party has the pcMer to object to their granting. A
special tribunal hears the evidence for and against an application, and issues
its decision, which is reviewable in a higher court on Appeal.
Rights, i f
granted, are issued subject to conditions and, in the case of mining discharges,
limits 'Vnlld be set on flCM rate, suspended solids concentrations, turbidity, pH
and the concentrations of any potential toxicants.
This paper presents a case study of an integrated, catchnent wide water
management plan for Lake Waahi, that was prepared by the author, and others
while the author was in the employ of CoalCorp, and its predecessor, State Coal
Mines. The author is grateful to Coal Corp for their permission to sul::mit this
paper.
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INl'RODucriON

The Coal Corp::>ration of New Zealand Ltd is New Zealand's largest coal producer,
having recently acquired extensive reserves previously managed by State Coal
Mines in ooth the North and South Islands. Operations in the North Island are
centred on Huntly (Fig .1) , a town in the Waikato region with a population of
approximately 7, 500 people.
The Waikato region is I"X)ted for fanning,
rorticulture, ex>al mining' and its lakes and wetlands. The region is daninated
by the Waikato River, which flows fran Lake Taupo, discharging to the Tasman Sea
at Raglan.

FIGURE 1. LOCALITY PLAN.

CoalCorp owns a total of seven mines at Huntly, and five of these are located in
the catchment of Lake Waahi, as shc:Mn in Fig. 2. Lake Waahi has a catchment
area of 91 square kilanetres and is the third largest lake in the region. It is
part of a chain of lakes and wetlands supporting a large and diverse water fowl
population. In addition to providing habitat, the lake has been a major source
of fcx:XI for wildlife, due to the presence of extensive macrophyte beds. The
local Maori people have a long association with the lake, and have used it
extensively as a source of freshwater fish including eels, mullet and mussels.
Lake Waahi underwent significant physical changes in the mid-1970's. What was
originally a clear lake, of high water quality, had deteriorated to such an
extent that the water clarity was visibly worse, many of the aquatic macrophytes
in the lake had died, and fish and waterfowl m.unbers were in decline ( 1) .
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FIGURE 2. Lake Waahi Catchment.
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This deterioration in lake water quality ooincided with tw:J major events in the
catchment. Firstly, opencast coal mining expanded significantly, fran what had
previously been primarily underground operations. Secondly, the Regional Water
Board had installed flood control gates on the stream draining Lake Waahi. Both
activities \>.Dilld have contributed to increased sediment loadings on the lake.
Opencast mining by State Coal Mines had developed with little runoff and
sediment oontrols, while the flood control gates (which were designed to prevent
floods in the Waikato River backing up into the lake, and inundat.iN] valuable
fann land) prevented regular flushing of the lake.
It was in this environment, in early 1985, that Water Rights for all mines in
the Lake Waahi catchment required renewing.

All uses of water in New Zealand are regulated via the Water and Soil
Conservation Act 1967, an Act designed to pronate the multiple uses of water,
and generally to preserve water quality.
Mining cx:rnpanies are required to
obtain Water Rights for any activity that involves the damning, taking,
diverting, using or discharging of any water. In particular, for opencast mines
Water Rights are typically required to:
a)
b)
c)

Take groundwater (either actively, by physical dewatering of strata or
passively, by seepage that occurs through pit walls or floor.
-Dam and divert flews fran catchments where out of pit dumping is required.
Discharge all mine lodgement waters.

For underground operations Water Rights are typically required to:
a)
Take groundwater that is the natural mine water make.
b)
DISCharge all underground water make,
c)
Discharge runoff fran surface facilities,
d)
Dam and/or divert any flCM paths altered as a result of surface
subsidence.
The process of obtaining Water Rights in New Zealand is essentially one of
public participation, where any potentially affected party has the ability to
object to Rights being granted. Because of this, there is =-tsiderable onus on
the mine operator to prove, in a oourt setting, that his activities will not
adversely effect the water use of other parties. For example, a farmer living
adjacent to an opencast \>.Dilld require that his fann bore supply is not
c:anpronised. Also an environmental group may object to suspended solids levels
in a discharge on the grounds that public recreational activities such as
swirrming were hampered, or that zinc =trations posed threats to aquatic
eoology.
The legal process starts with the mining c:anpany making application(s) for Water
Rights to the Regional Water Board. On receipt of the applications, a Public
Notice is placed in local newspapers outlining details of any rights sought and
inviting the public to object.
Arry potential objector then has 28 days to
examine the application, and any acc:anpanying technical information, and to
formally lodge an objection.
Once the objection period has expired, the
Regional Water Board sets a date on which the case will be heard. The Hearing
is presided over by a Tribunal that has the powers of a Cormission of Enquiry,
and any party has the right to engage legal oounsel to put its case.
The
Tribunal =-tsiders all the evidence and issues its ruling. Arry party has the
right to appeal this decision to the Planning Tribunal.
The Water and Soil Conservation Act prescribes standards for certain waters by
way of a classification process. The rivers, lakes and streams of the Waikato
River are "classified", meaning that the standards prescribed in the Act must be
met by all discharges. These are shcJwn in Table 1.
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The natural water temperature shall IX)t be char'xJed by rrore than 3 degrees
celcius.
The pH shall be within the range of 6 to 9, except where due to natural
causes.
The waters shall IX)t be tainted so as to make them unpalatable, IX)r contain
toxic substances to the extent they are unsafe for consumption by fanu
animals, IX)r shall they anit objectionable cxburs.
There shall be IX) destruction of natural aquatic life by reason of a
concentration of toxic substances.
The natural colour and clarity of the water shall IX)t be char'xJed to a
conspicuous extent.
The oxygen content in solution in the waters shall IX)t be reduced below 5
milligrams per litre.

Table 1

Water Classification Standards
CATGIMENI' OIARACI'ERISTICS

The Lake Waahi catchment is d::rninated by fa.rm:ing, coal mi.ni.rq and the lake·
itself. Mining ca:rrrenced in alx>ut 1845, when early fanners robbed outcrop coal
for dcmestic heating, and by the 1920's a number of large underground pits werg
in operation, in the Rotawaro Coalfield (Fig. 2) .
Small scale opencasts were
developed fran 1944 onwards, and reached their current size in the late 1970's.
The catchment consists of approximately 91 square kilanetres (9,100 hectares),
and is depicted in Fig.2. Approximately half the catchment consists of flat
land and this is contained in the IX)rthern half of the catchnent. The southern
half of the catchment is undulating to steep hill country.
Annual rainfall at Huntly,· in the IX)rth of the catchnent is 1265 rrrn (50 inches),
with rainfall being well spread through::lut the year, as sh::Mn in Table 2.
Annual evaporation is assessed at approximately 750 rrrn, giving a net annual
excess.
MJNI'H

RAINFALL ( nm)

Table 2:

Mean M::Jnthly Rainfall at Huntly (2)

Rainfall will increase with altitude, and at the head of the catchment rainfall
increases to about 1600 nm per annum.
The New Zealand Meterological Service operates a full climate station at Huntly
and stonn rainfalls for selected return periods are sh::Mn in Table 3.
REI'URN PERIOD

2 years
5 years
10 years
Table 3

STORM DURATION
24 oours
48 oours
101
79
136
107
126
158

72 OOurs
105
137
158

Stonn Rainfalls at Huntly for Various Return Periods (3,4)
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Surface :ruroff in the catchment is dcminated by two streams, namely the Awaroa,
and Waitawhara, as sh.:Mn in Fig.2, while the lake discharges to the Waikato
River via a single waterway, the Waahi Stream.
WATER MANAGEMENT OBJECI'IVES

The primary aims of water management at the various mines is to obtain the
necessary water rights, for the longest tenn possible, and in the rrost
cost-effective manner. It sh::Juld be stressed that the cheapest solution is nJt
necessarily the rrost cost-effective.
Water Rights in New Zealand are nJt
granted for indefinite periods, but rather for fixed periods of time and the
term of the Right is determined by the Tribunal at the time it brings cbwn its
decision.
Because Water Rights are transferrable fran one owner to anJther,
they are an asset with a tradeable value. Furtherrrore, it is illegal to operate
without Water Rights. For these reasons, and because the costs associated with
the Hearing process (which are nJrmally bome by the Applicant) are large, there
are significant advantages in obtaining long term rights.
The trade off
h:Jwever, is that water management plans, and cx:mnitrnent to activities such as
water treabnent need to be rrore expansive.
It must also be remembered that
whatever the term of a right is, the Tribunal is bound to ensure that the
requirements of the law, as outlined in Table 1, are satisfied.
With opencast pits, the principal water management requirements are to collect
all mine contaminated :ruroff (including that fran unrehabilitated overburden)
and to rerrove suspended solids to acceptable levels prior to discharge. It is
also necessary, in cases where acidic :ruroff occurs, to correct pH so that pH is
in the range 6-9. Because of the high annual rainfalls and the intensity of
storm events in the catchment, the containment and treabnent of :ruroff is nJt a
simple manner.
A peculiarity of the Lake Waahi mines is that all opencasts are adjacent to
previously abanfuned underground workings, rrost of which are flooded. This has
three implications for water management. Firstly, the quantity and quality of
water encountered when the workings are breached needs to be calculated, and
their impact on receiving waters assessed. Secondly, any implications flooded
workings pose to highwall stability need to be assessed.
Thirdly, the
implications on other water users of any dewatering associated with these
workings needs to be assessed.
With underground mines, the issues are quite different, and fall into two
categories.
The first category relates to the discharge of water collected
underground, and its quality. The second category relates to the implications
of subsidence on surface and groundwater resources.
At first glance the
subsidence related issues may appear to be superficial and, in a technical sense
they generally are.
Hcwever, the New Zealand mining legislation does nJt
require mine operators to CMn the surface of the land under which they are
mining.
Instead any mining induced damage is the subject of ccmpensation.
Because of this, land CMners use the Water Rights process as a means of ensuring
their interests are nJt ccmpranised.
The issues relating to each of the mines in the catchment are discussed in the
following sections.
SITE SPECIFIC ISSUES
Weavers apencast Mine
Renewal of Water Rights for the Weavers Opencast Mine were required at a time
when attention was just beginning to focus on the health of Lake Waahi, and what
could and sh::Juld be attempted by way of lake rehabilitation.
Clearly, these
debates were external to the mining industry, and ones over which it had little
control. The attitude of regulatory agencies and environmental groups was that
the situation required extensive research and that the interests of the
environment were best served by granting short tenn rights, so that by the time
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the research was cbne, the results could be incorp:::>rated into longer term Water
Rights. Although scientifically sound, this was nJt a particularly acceptable
solution fran the mine operator's perspective, as it did nJt provide security of
tenure on the property.
The oore issue associated with the Weavers Mine, was its proximity to Lake Waahi
(see Fig. 2) . Being on1 y about "bt.D hundred metres fran the lake and with nJ
streams available in which to dilute wastewater prior to its reaching the lake,
meant that if long term Water Rights were to be obtained then there were only
t<tx:> alternatives. The first of these was to discharge directly to the Waikato
River, where adequate dilution was available, while the seoond was to treat mine
water to levels that would nJt compromise the future restoration plans for the
lake. Preliminary oost estimates sh:wed that reticulating water to the River
was prohibitively expensive and that discharge to the lake was the only viable
option. The key issues, were what was an appropriate discharge standard and h::M
oould it be achieved in practice.
In deriving appropriate discharge standards the water quality implications for
the lake had to be oonsidered, as did the feasibility and oost of achieving
these standards.
Accordingly, specialist water quality and water treatment
oonsul tants were retained ( 5, 6) .
Prior to its oollapse in the 1970's Lake Waahi was ~ically very clear, with a
suspended solids ooncentration of approximately 5 g/m and a turbidity of 5 NIU,
and 5NTU .It supported_iln axtensive oolony of aquatic macrophytes over nn.1ch of
3
its bed. By mid-1985 typical values had risen to approximately 50 g/m and 50
NIU, respectively, and nn.1ch of the fl)¢lC:Y>QPhyteccmnunity had disappeared. The
weight of expert opinion was that the build up of suspended sedilnents had
reduced light penetration in the lake water oolumn to such an extent that the
photosynthetic activity of the macrophytes was too low to enable their survival.
The fact that macrophytes only remained in shallow water further reinforced this
hypothesis.
The rationale for the discharge standards finally selected will nJt be discussed
here, but is discussed in detail in Reference 6. Ha-lever, experts ge:3erally
agreed that if average suspended solids ~centrations of 10 g/m
were
maintained, with peaks nJt to exceed 20 g/m
(with numerically equivalent
turbidities) then the rehabilitation of the lake \>.UUld nJt be compromised.
Water treatment at the site was difficult due to the presence of a predominance
of sub-micron sized particles in the effluent.
Accordingly, a radial flow
clarifier was required to achieve the required standard, and this has now been
ccmnissioned.
A key feature of the water management system is the ability to regulate flow
through the clarifier. The design of adequate in-pit sumpage, with a capacity
to store a 10 year return period 24 hour duration storm-event, means that flood
peaks can be attenuated, and an even throughput to the clarifier maintained.
Arnther important aspect is to minimise the size of mining affected catchment
and this has been achieved by ensuring that rehabilitation is an ongoing
activity. By rehabilitating overburden progressively the quantities of waste
water requiring treatment are minimised thereby also minimising the size of the
treatment facility, and the oost of operating it.
Huntly West Underground Mine
One particularly vital aspect of water management at the Huntly West Mine was
the impact that longwall mining \o.Ould have on surface hydrology. Studies ( 7)
sh:wed that up to 130 hectares of privately owned farm land in low lying areas
oould be innundated. A variety of options were available, including a pumped
drainage system that maintained full pasture production, infilling areas of
subsided land to restore pre-subsidence land forms, deepening of drains and
allowing partial drainage by gravity, and the "do nJthing" option.
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The selection of one of the above options is simply one of ecoronics, and is a
matter of optimising the =st of land purchase and capital expenditure on
drainage measures.
For example, is it cheaper to install a pumped drainage
system and purchase IXl land, or to carry out en;Jineering works to improve
drainage and purchase less land? For the case in question, the cheapest option
was to deepen drains and conduct minor works, thereby reducing the 130 hectares
of flooded land to approximately 25 hectares.
Fran a water quality perspective the issue of suspended solids in the discharge
=uld be dealt with by conventional coagulation/flocculation techiXllogy using
settling ponds, given the anount of dilution available.
HCMever, the
concentrations of boron in the discharge are higher than recx:mnended by the
literature (8) meaning that, at face value, the requi.remmts of Table 1 caniXJt
be met.
Several disposal options were investigated including: deep-well
reinjection of waste, piping the discharge to the Waikato River (where greater
dilution exists), spray irrigation of the waste, and chemical treatment.
HCMever, all were technically difficult and prohibitively expensive.

In parallel with the evaluation of disposal options CoalCbrp also evaluated the
toxicity of the mine effluent to organisms present in the receiving waters ( 9) .
In this way, the applicability of overseas water quality criteria was
ascertained, and site specific toxicity criteria determined. This infonnation
has resulted in CbalCbrp seeking Water Rights to continue discharging mine water
to Lake Waahi.
Pending the resolution of the treatment and toxicity questions, slx>rt term water
rights were granted in mid-1986, for a period of two years. These issues have
rrM been resolved,
and applications for long-term Water Rights are being
prepared currently.
RotCMaro Coalfield Mines
The RotCMaro Coalfield, at the south of the Lake Waahi catchment (Fig. 2),
=nsists of three opencast mines (Smiths, Waipuna and Maori Farm), a hardrock
quarry, and several coal handling areas and stockpiles.
A similar approach to that adopted for the Weavers Mine ( 10) was used in the
RotCMaro Coalfield. Because of the dilutions available in receiving streams
adjacent to the individual operations, water trea"bnent facilities that were less
sophisticated than th:lse at Weavers were appropriate. The major issue was in
determining the cumulative impact of all these operations on Lake Waahi and
ensuring that long tenn lake restoration objectives were IXJt ccmpranised. This
was readily achieved containing stonnwater in-pit and discharging over an
3
extended period at an average suspended solids =ncentration of 30 g/m . Given
that discharges fran the mines occurred over extended periods follCMing rainfall
the impact of the discharges had to be assessed under a ran;Je of stream flCM
=nditions.
Specific aspects of water managm.ent at the individual mine sites are discussed
belCM.
a)

Waipuna Mine

In the early stages of mine developnent =nsiderable out of pit overburden
dumping had occurred, with rrost ruiXJff IXJt being reticulated to the mine sump.
The mine occupied 175 hectares, with overburden being placed in four separate
valleys, which do IXJt drain naturally to the pit.
A major en;Jineering
undertaking was the design and =nstruction of water reticulation measures, to
=ntain this ruroff and these were implemented in 1986/87.
A second issue to be addressed was the acidic nature of ruiXJff fran certain
portions of the mine, ( 11) which produced a discharge fran the sump with an
average pH of 5. 5, and which had been as lCM as pH 3. 9. An associated issue was
the =ncentration of various trace metals under these acidic =nditions.
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A major =traint on the future developnent of the Waipuna Mine will be the
presence of approximately three square k.ilanetres of abandoned, flcxxied
underground \>.Drld.ngs, sited behind the ct=ent highwall. A detailed piezaneter
network through these, and other \>.Drkings in the coalfield, coupled with a
pumping test programne was designed by the author (12). The results of these
tests will enable final dewatering design to be ccmpleted. It should also be
realised that the assessrent of impact that water fran these \>.Drld.ngs w:::>uld have
on water quality fran the overall mine was an integral aspect of the water
management plan for this mine.
Ac=rdingly, acid neutralisation was an integral part of the recently installed
water treatment plant. (13)
b)

Maori Fann apencast Mine

The Maori Fann Mine is located inmediately adjacent to a variety of coal
handling facilities, that have a total area of 15.5 hectares.
Given the
abundance of coal fines at these ancilliary facilities, they pose significant
threats to water quality. Furthenrore, these areas are busy areas, with minimal
sumpage space available. Given these space =traints it was not possible to
contain entire stonn events on site.
The solution acbpted was to provide
sumpage to cope with the relatively shJrt duration high intensity stonns, and to
install pumps in the sumps capable of reticulating higher flONS to a oolding
sump at the main treatment plant.
Problems with flooded underground \>.Drld.ngs were anticipated at this mine also
( 13), and a further ccmplicating factor was an adjacent aquifer that was being
tapped by local fanners for their fann water supplies.
This issue was
successfully addressed by a groundwater assessrent made by the author.
c)

Smith 1 s apencast Mine

Whereas all other opencast mines in the catchment are large belCM-ground
excavations, with ample stonnwater retention potential, the Smith 1 s Mine is
sited on top of a ridge.
Ac=rdingly, runoff control is difficult, with
drainage entering two distinct catchments at the north and southeast of the
prospect respectively (Fig. 2) . Acid drainage fran portions of the mine was also
a problem to be addressed.
In order to minimise capital expenditure on water treatment \>.Drks, trea"bnent at
only one site was desirable. Fortunately, the vast majority of runoff could be
reticulated to the north, while the remnant catchment in the south east was
rehabilitated, as a priority matter.
Even trough runoff was reticulated to a single point in the mine, the te=ain
did not permit large volumes of water to be retained in pit. 'J\..D alternatives
were available. The first was to design a treatment system that was capable of
handling peak stonn flONS ( 14), while the second was to create extra storage by
the construction of large earth darns, and install a small treatment plant (13).
Option 2 was finally selected.
A feature of the water managarent plan at the Smith 1 s Mine has been the
construction of two earth darns in a valley to the north of the active mine. The
total retention capacity of these structures is approximately 86, CXlO cubic
metres, necessitating darns with crest heights in the order of 15 metres. The
presence of fanning camruni ties d:Mnstream made the integrity of these
structures a priority matter.
CONCLUSIONS

Although long tenn Water Rights for the Huntly West underground mine are still
to be obtained, the developnent of a catchment wide approach to water management
has been a success, with Water Rights granted for all operu;ast operations.
By =idering the impact on Lake Waahi, and its tributary streams, of all
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CoalCorp activities, regulatory agencies have been convinced that their lon;J
term objectives of lake restoration have IX>t been cx:mpranised, and in fact, that
the measures described in this paper are the first step in this process.
To date, the approach adopted has received support fran interested groups and
has sh:Jwn that ooal mining can be undertaken in environmentally sensitive
locations, given that due attention is paid to the environment.
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